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Here you can find the menu of East Meadway Chinese Take-away in Birmingham. At the moment, there are 17
dishes and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Alexander

Edwards likes about East Meadway Chinese Take-away:
brand new owners, but as friendly as the previous ones. the place has been refurbished so it is really beautiful

now. As for eating, I have been back several times and everything I have tried is delicious. read more. What Mark
Cook doesn't like about East Meadway Chinese Take-away:

I and becky bought dinner from here and there were some positive and as many negative and so I don't think we
will return while there is so much competition. negative the crackers were stale the crooked in the oyster...sauce
was very spicy on garnel but was full of green pfeffer the sacks everywhere the menu was not very descriptive
positive the dry ripen fell just out of the bone the chips were really crunchy the sp... read more. The extensive

selection of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to East Meadway Chinese Take-away even more worthwhile,
Many visitors are especially impressed by the versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Toas�
TOAST

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
CARROTS

PAPRIKA

PRAWNS

BUTTER

CHICKEN

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 17:00-00:00
Wednesday 17:00-00:00
Thursday 17:00-00:00
Friday 17:00-00:30
Saturday 17:00-00:30
Sunday 18:00-00:00
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